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SET DESCRIPTION (CHAPTER V AND VI):  

CHAPTER V 

We turned our cameras towards the planet Souk. Ann had entered the coordinates and 

activated stealth mode. Souk was in our system; its orbit lay within the limits of the habitable zone. 

The water present on its surface had not quite reached the boiling point, but it was quite hot. It was for 

this reason that the consortium had pushed aside all prospects for this world.  

When the crusade against the Blacktron began, they began to take refuge on this world - 

joined by fugitives and deserters of all kinds. Little by little, illegal trade and black markets developed 

into the zone of lawlessness. The depravity of Souk fuels the stories we have all heard across the 

universe. 

On approach to this world, within the comfort of my quarters, I slowly awoke. My hypnotized 

gaze immediately fixed upon the deep azure blue in front of months. Seeing these oceans clashed 

with the representation of the planet that I had constructed in my head. 

"Look at all this water, Ann!” I said, excitement in my voice. 

“Yes, Michael, it covers approximately 95.2% of Souk,” Ann replied. 

“See, I had imagined endless deserts of sand!” 

“Not on this planet Michael,” Andy added. “Hang on, we’re coming in for a landing." 

Within viewing range of the ship’s windows was a small peninsula with a runway for arrival. A 

control tower prominently rose from the designated landing zone, beckoning ships to come and land. 

"Try to find an open space to land,” I suggested. “Something a little more … secluded.” 

With the ship safely landed and both of my feet on the ground, I analyzed the environment. A 

flock of droids of all kinds going about their business populated the area - maintenance, cargo 

transfer, and several odd jobs here and there. Some loaded or unloaded crates while others 

maintained vessels. All sorts of ships were stationed under their supervision; I recognized a few 

familiar designs, but the diversity of sizes, origins, and times captured my attention.  

We drove, at high speeds, down a road that ran along the boiling oceanside. It was very hot - 

hotter than I expected, I admit. Taking advantage of the environment, various stands on the side of the 

road offered refreshments and relief from the heat. Traffic was fluid and fast; after one or two 

kilometers of travel, the flood of transit vehicles entered a gate and into a highly populated area. 

We quickly found ourselves in the middle of a huge market with a multitude of stands and 

enough excitement to match. The noise of the waves and wind from the ocean that should have 

overruled my hearing was quickly muffled by the ambient noise of the market. I quickly recognized 

Futurons, Blacktrons and M:Trons, but I discovered, to my surprise, that the vast majority of the 

population consisted of robots - not humans.  

Unlike most crowded areas I had visited across the universe, this place was not unpleasant. 

Despite the crowds, I did not feel any danger and had just begun to enjoy the trip. Assured of my 

security, I took the time to further observe the environment.  



Beyond the entrance that we had just crossed, the market square stood in the shade of faded 

brick and sand-coloured buildings. On the other side, the city sank into an endless maze of streets 

lined with shops and trinkets and wares and sellers.  

Andy continued his pace, sneaking through the crowd towards the old harbor. Ann followed; I 

elected to follow their lead. The further we went, the darker and narrower the alleys became. Fewer 

onlookers, whom we expected to be robots at this point, were present.  

We finally exited the labyrinth-like tunnel, dazzled by the light and assaulted by the heat. 

Thankfully, we finally arrived at our destination after taking a coastal path. At this point, we decided 

that it would have been impossible for me to return to the market square alone, as the journey had 

been so tortuous.  

The bazaar that lay in front of us was at the foot of a cliff, a place that specialized in old pieces 

and bricks. All along the quay, old boats were used as shops. At the end were dilapidated hangars 

where ships were piled up - out of service, no doubt. The area was not crowded, but there were still 

curious customers wandering from one shop to another. Andy parked in front of an antique Jonque 

with a wobbly sign reading “Ancient Brick's.” 

CHAPTER VII 

I quickly noticed two bandits. It took little effort to recognize them by their blue and black 

outfits. The only thing missing from their outfits were their red helmets with yellow visors. 

The vacation spirit of our little stay had suddenly vanished and gave way to a flood of 

questions. How long had they been watching us? Were they aware of the ambush and how things 

turned out on the asteroid? Did they spot our ship on the runway? Could we get rid of it in time? 

Andy had followed the merchant inside his shop long before we found ourselves in this 

situation. He had been calling me for a few minutes now when I finally decided to get up and go home. 

I discreetly warned Ann of their presence and asked her to keep her vehicle at the ready. 

If we were to make a getaway, then we would have to disadvantages of the crowded shop. The 

junk within the boat-turned-shop had no discernable age and make walking about a chore. A metal 

footbridge gave access to its upper deck. With an almond-shaped hull, it had neither a sail nor a mast. 

A semi-circular roof covered the two lower floors. Only the bow was clear and allowed access to the 

interior. This boat had been transformed into a shop made of junk and junk and … more junk, come to 

think of it. It did not inspire much confidence within me.  

I admit that I was never really accustomed to being on the water, even on a docket boat. The 

boiling ocean didn’t help. 

"Well? Do you want your coins? Yes or no?”  

To my surprise, the little grey robot seemed to lose patience. One would think courtesy was a 

default program of his. 

“Yes, I'm coming!”" I replied. Raising my head, I looked up at a huge display of coins, in the 

middle of which was the little grey behind a counter where Andy had leaned. 



“You have a... a nice shop!” I complimented. 

“Built it myself many years ago!” 

“And I assume you've travelled the seas with this?” 

“Negative, my friend, there’s no engine. Don’t wanna pay anyone in this town to install one and 

don’t wanna deal with the taxes either." 

I had trouble understanding the character, frankly. He had a very strong personality for a robot 

of such an … older generation. It … er, he ... looked like an old sea wolf straight out of a dusty pirate 

novel; but all in steel. His speech patterns were not that of a robot at all; I remained doubtful he even 

was one. To reach my height, he stood on a stepladder. 

"The coins are in this basket," he said, pointing at me pointing at a cart in front of the counter. 

"Bring your pay back to me when you're done loading. It's 600 US (Space Units) - and this house doesn't 

give you credit! 

“I see that trust reigns around this part of the galaxy," I replied as I walked to the counter. “Don't 

worry, you know I have the money.” 

I handed him my payment card and he took it with one of his arms, which was ridiculously 

anchored towards the bottom of his body. He swiped the card through his cash register and, upon the 

completed transaction, returned it to me with a warning. 

"You be careful now!” he gravely spoke. “My house looks old, but I have surveillance cameras, 

and I can tell you that there’s a welcoming committee on the way!” 

“How many are there?” I asked. 

“Two men approaching.” 

“I knew it!” I exclaimed, trying to process the potentially dangerous intentions of these men. “Is 

there a passage other than the one we used to get here? 

“No, my friend! There's only one way back into town! Unless you go by sea ... or by air …” 

“We can slow them down in the maze - the city tunnels, I mean,” Andy proposed. “I will take 

you. We'll be safe there.” 

“Okay, Andy,” I conceded, “but on the way over here, did you know we were being followed?” 

“Not really, I think. Rather, something brought them to us.” 

“A snitch?” My mind raced as I muttered, thinking aloud to myself.  

“But of course! The VAT! There must be a beacon on the Spyrius Vehicle!” I reasoned. “We have 

to get rid of him, otherwise it will be impossible to leave with the ship! You have to distract him, Andy!” 

“I can deactivate the beacon!” Andy offered. 

“No, we're running out of time!” I turned to the merchant and asked another question.  

“Boss, can you keep the cart for a while? I have other errands, we'll come back later!” 

“Of course, I can do that.” 

“Thank you!”  

“We're going to your house!” I told Andy. “Get in with Ann, I'll take the Beacon Tracer! Once 

arrived, leave directly with the VAT Spyrius in direction of the tracks, drop it off, then join us as you 

can!” 



With that, we left as quickly we possibly could. Ann had turned on her vehicle’s engine and 

waved at us to hurry. The spies had nearly come to the end of the wharf.  

Andy climbed behind Ann as I climbed into his M:Tron buggy. Our panicked escape alerted 

them, prompting them to chase us with weapons in hand. Ann, following Andy's instructions, left the 

old harbor at full speed towards the coastal road.  

I could not afford to lose sight of them - in a roar of smoke and sand, under the fire of their 

laser guns, I closely follow them. Andy's buggy was a powerful model - the power to weight ratio of the 

machine was incredible. The M:Tron certainly know how to perfect mechanics!  

Fortunately, I had no trouble following them through the alleys of the market town - but at this 

point in our journey, it was no longer about tourism. By the time the Spyrius returned to their 

machines to hunt us down, we were long gone. We accelerated, full throttle, into narrower and 

narrower passages throughout the city; as we passed, the stalls overturned, and the frightened 

passers-by lost their balance.  

After nearly ten minutes of frantic chasing, Ann suddenly decreased her speed. We were far 

from the ambient noise of the market and deep into a narrowed passage where only the hum of our 

engines could be heard. The VAT continued a few meters at low speed, then stopped.  

Within the depths of the town, we first noticed two droids busily lowering the Sp074 model in 

front of a house. The building was, as all those surrounding, shaped with pavé stones in an appealing 

cream color.  

The nearby, mounted portal activated and a tall, strong man with a square face and white hair 

appeared. He dressed formally yet had no badge or crest. Noting our arrival, he waved for us to enter 

the inner courtyard with our buggy. At this time, Andy mounted his vehicle and left without 

introducing the stranger. The gate closed; we found ourselves alone with the snow-white man.  

"A pleasure to meet you,” the stranger began. “I'm Richard.”  

“Thanks, nice to meet you,” I replied. “I'm Michael and she’s Ann - Andy's sister…” 

“Andy's sister?” Richard asked. “I figured Andy had good reason to bring you here - but his 

sister? What a surprise! Where is he going now? Do you know why he took off like that?” 

He had just finished his sentence. I was about to explain the situation when a sudden loud 

noise made us jump. As the force shook the gate and the fence wall, we felt the acceleration of two 

flying machines - nearby and very close to the ground. The sound of the thrusters died off and the calm 

returned. Richard stood up and spoke again. 

"My guess is that the Spyrius are behind all this.” 

“I’m sure they are! Those were two Spyrius agents who just passed by - and they're after 

someone!” I exclaimed.  

“That's quite likely! And I bet that someone is you," Richard said as he pointed to me. There was 

no anger in his words - merely satisfaction in discovering the truth. 

“I …” 



“But how did Andy get involved in this?” Ann asked with her usual frankness. "Andy welcomed 

us when we arrived on the slopes. Andy then offered to help us. Andy is my brother. Andy is my brother 

…” 

“All right, Ann, calm down,” I replied. “Don't worry, Richard. Andy should be back soon, and we 

won't bother you any longer." 

He had approached the Sp074 to examine it - a unique device that had captured his attention. 

"What do you intend to do with this piece of junk?” I asked, confused by his interest. “It looks 

like an astromechano from the classical era! You know how to fix a droid like that? You got the coins?”  

“The SP074 is an astro-mechanical droid that was only aboard a classic era fighter model: The 

Gamma V Laser Craft,” Ann recited from memory. 

Richard smiles in approval, filled with satisfaction: 

“Ah you know your droids!” he replied. “But why mention Gamma V?” 

Richard scratched his head with one hand as the other rested on his hip. Trying to connect the 

pieces of this puzzle, he finally concocted a theory. 

"Gamma V, Gamma V ... Laser … Craft … but yes! I thought so! That ship was Captain Black's!” 

Richard explained as I realized the implications of his answer.  

“A classic-era captain - and if I recall correctly, he disappeared strangely after an accident. He 

was a figurehead of the time always accompanied by his faithful robot … Blue. Well, my friends, it 

appears we have stumbled upon an incredible discovery - and you all have found yourselves right in 

the middle of it!" 

 


